Cox Wood: A History of Excellence

The Cox name is synonymous with quality. Since 1954, Cox Industries has been an innovation leader in the manufacturing of wood products for the Residential, Utility and Marine markets. Headquartered in Orangeburg, SC, the family-owned company partners with chemical suppliers to produce a wide range of treated wood solutions. Cox has 14 manufacturing facilities and five distribution yards to service customers all across the country. Over the years, Cox has garnered accolades and earned numerous awards, including: SC Manufacturer of the Year; the Silver Crescent Award for Manufacturing Excellence, the SC Outstanding Safety Award; among others. Cox was also awarded by the South Carolina Manufacturers Alliance (SCMA) for their Excellence in Corporate Responsibility.

Cox Wood:
A History of Excellence

• Operates the industry’s largest Continuing Education program for architects, engineers, code officials, and contractors
• First and only wood treater to utilize RFID Technology (to quickly locate and deliver customer orders)
• Cox pioneered KDAT Lumber (Kiln Dried After Treatment)
• Created the first laminated timber (box) columns
• Introduced the industry’s first fire retardant treated wood
• Cox employees possess 1,000+ years of collective experience in forestry, wood science, and treatment

Innovative, heavy-duty treated wood solutions designed to withstand Mother Nature and protect what’s important: people and business.
We deliver more than treated wood—we deliver solutions.

Understanding your needs is our number one priority. Period. The decisions you make have far-reaching ramifications. The solutions you employ and the products you spec mean the difference between success and failure. We understand what it means to be your dependable partner.

Cox has developed the industry’s most advanced wood products and innovative treatments in the wood protection industry, above ground, in contact with the ground or beneath the water: foundational stability, structural integrity, and long-lasting performance. We deliver comprehensive resources that are proven, time-tested and designed to help you do your job with confidence and efficiency. At the end of the day, it’s about giving you what you need: better ideas, better wood, better solutions.

Cox Solutions for Marine, Foundation, Construction and Utility

Timber Piles: Pressure-Treated for Marine Construction
- Largest stocking manufacturer of pilings from 8’-90’, treated to AWPA specifications, serving foundation and marine construction trade
- Large inventory of common foundation and marine pilings maintained including: ASTM D-25 Class B and Class A, 8” tip, and 8”-12” butt
- Special sizes made to order

Specialty Timbers and Lumber: Marine, Civil, and Highway
- Stock commonly used items from 2x4 to 12x12
- From a 1x4 to 24x24 and lengths to 40’
- Pressure-Treated Engineered Parallam™ (PSL) lengths to 60’ for Marine and Civil Construction
- Quality pressure treated Southern Yellow Pine decking and rails
- Fire Retardant Treated Lumber and Plywood

Utility Poles and Cross-arms
- Manufactured per ANSI 05.1 latest in lengths from 20’-75’, classes 1 to 9
- Distribution and Transmission Sizes
- Southern Pine and Douglas Fir Cross-arms
- Available in CCA, CCA Emulsion and Penta Treatments

Construction Supplies and Consumables
- Mats — crane, bridge, and barge mats — untreated oak or mixed hardwoods, or treated Southern Yellow Pine
- Float Stages — Douglas Fir or Southern Yellow Pine
- Lagging and trench boards
- Bridge protection boards